NOTE: Yardages are estimates. Not final kit amounts.

Pumpkin Patch

15" x 36"
Designed by Gudrun Erla

GE Designs
GED181..........................MSRP $6.50

MAS8215-WJ ......................... 1/3 yd
MAS8246-O ......................... 10" sq
MAS8243-OO ....................... 10" sq
MAS9112-G ......................... 10" sq
MAS9111-O ......................... 10" sq
MAS8216-O ......................... 10" sq
MAS9112-J ......................... 1/3 yd
MAS8215-JO ....................... 1/4 yd
MAS8243-GG ...................... 10" sq
Backing ............................ 1/2 yd
Fusible Batting .................... 1/2 yd
Paperbacked fusible web ....... 1/2 yd